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bMMRJ Jerusalem, Israel
ABSTRACT
In this work, we elaborate on the compromise between the efficiency of a multiprocessor computer architecture for handling

large classes of computing tasks and the good performance of optics for implementing shift invariant operations, in
particular convolution. We derive a class of processors, optoelectronic cellular automata, that can efficiently implement
intensive, low level vision tasks in a time compatible with application constraints up to standard video rates. As one
illustration, a parallel simulated annealing task performing motion detection on an image sequence is demonstrated.
Keywords: correlation, random numbers, low level vision, motion detection

1. SHIFT INVARIANCE AND COLOURING IN PARALLEL PROCESSORS
It is commonplace that computer architectures are mostly organized in relatively large sections composed of identical units.

This is most evident when looking at the layout of a memory chip or a cache memory section in a processor, but can be
found also in other parts of computer integrated circuits where fine grain parallelism at the level of registers and logic units
is best implemented using a high degree of symmetry and more specifically, quite often, a high degree of shift invariance.
The same property of local shift invariance appears at higher levels in the architecture hierarchy as well, where for example
random access memory circuits are arranged in regular arrays with regular interconnection paths.
object
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Fig. 1 An optical cellular automaton, based on optical convolution using an holographic filter and electronic feedback from the image to
the object. The star denotes a point non linear operation performed on every pixel, the plain arrows exemplify light rays and the dotted
lines arrows denote electronic interconnects. Every image pixel together with its associated electronic feedback and the corresponding
object pixel constitute a processor cell, the light rays interconnect the processor cells with each other.
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Optical imaging can been described to a good degree as a linear shift invariant operation, i.e. a convolution. The whole
research domain of spatial frequency filtering has emerged from this discovery'. With a suitable lens system, that may
include holographic filters in the pupil plane, light propagation is therefore a direct physical way to implement linear shiftinvariant operations. From this fact, it has been derived2 that a suitable point non linear operation NL acting on every pixel P
of the image plane resulting from an optical convolution C is a good way to implement cellular automata with a degree of
parallelism equal to the number N of image pixels, which can be a very large number compared to Fig. s usual in parallel
computers. The time sequential operation of the automaton should then be implemented by feeding the result of convolution
C and non linearity NL from the image back to the object plane and starting the next cycle (see Fig. 1). It has been shown
that this process is in principle a general purpose computer3, i.e., it has the power of Turing machines, but no very efficient

implementation of a Turing machine based on such a globally shift invariant massively parallel array has ever been
proposed ; on the contrary, illustrations have been mainly limited to very simple operations oflimited practical interest.

Fig. 2 Shift-invariant (left), semi-shift invariant (center) and interlaced semi-shift invariant (right) processor arrays. All processor cells
ofthe same shade perform the same operation at the same time. In the illustration, there are four patches in the semi-invariant array and
two "colors" (distributed patches) in the interlaced semi-shift invariant array

Our driving idea here is therefore to efficiently implement more general classes of parallel machines by arranging the
computing sites in a parallel computer into patches, each patch performing a shift-invariant operation that can be
implemented with the support of optical convolution in an efficient way4 (see Fig. 2). It is the main purpose of the present
communication to demonstrate such a processor, which can be termed "semi-shift invariant" because of the various patches
which are each shift invariant.

There is no reason, however, that the patches form compact areae. On the contrary, it turns out that fairly important image
processing tasks can be performed by a semi-shift invariant layout where the invariant parts interlaced into an array of
processor cells. While, with suitable spatial sampling, the whole array is globally shift-invariant, at a finer sampling its
constituent processor cells are not. Instead, processor cells can be grouped into so-called "colors " of the processor and
colors are interlaced in a fine, regular fabric. For example, all " blue " processor cells of the array perform one given
operation at the same time and all " yellow " processor cells perform another given operation at the same time. Here we use
the terms "blue" and "yellow" in a completely arbitrary manner, without reference to the true colors. We refrain from using
"black" and "white" to avoid confusion with binary states of a one-bit processor.
The following is organized in two sections: algorithmic work on massively parallel image processing tasks (section 2) ; an
experimental demonstration based on a combination of SLMs and a specialized CMOS circuit incorporating photodetectors
(section 3); closely related work aimed at investigating compact implementations of similar processors using graded index
optics deserves mentioning at this point5.

2. MASSIVELY PARALLEL STOCHASTIC APPROACHES TO IMAGE OPTIMISATION
Image optimization is an approach to low level image processing where the quality of the processed image is expressed with
respect to a set of desirable criteria in the form of an energy (or cost) function. The energy function should be minimized. It
is a challenge to find the global minimum of a problem that depends on a number of variable equal to the number of pixels
in a realistic image, therefore sub optimal approaches need to be adopted. We identified stochastic approaches to image
optimization as one powerful algorithmic tool to reach good sub optimal solutions in a massively parallel way. Specifically,
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every pixel in the energy function affects the energy through its interplay with a limited number of other pixels, called its
neighbors; parallel implementation must make sure that two pixels that are neighbors to each other do not evolve in parallel.
Therefore, the image array should be " colored, " in the meaning of the word " color " that was just explained, in such a way

that two pixels of the same colors are not neighbors to each other. A typical number of colors is a few units, so that
massively parallel image processing can be envisioned: the degree of parallelism is linear with the number of pixels in the
image.

In this section we select two stochastic image optimization examples as appropriate cases to illustrate our point. Both use
simulated annealing, a stochastic procedure that was theoretically and experimentally shown to provide excellent results in
various optimization problems. Knowledge of simulated annealing is assumed here; explanations and basic references can
be found in references 6 and 7. The first algorithm is binary noise cleaning in a binary image. It is of academic interest only,
and is used solely for the purpose of explanation. The second is motion detection in a gray level image sequence, adding to
every gray level pixel a binary value that gives its state of motion. It is appropriate here to mention the difference between
motion detection and the simple subtraction of successive images in a time sequence : a non zero difference between two
such images may indicate motion, but it may as well be due to time variable noise or a change in illumination conditions;
the purpose of motion detection is to give a complete estimate of all pixels in the scene that are moving at a given time and
follow their motion in terms of compact, but deformable, moving objects.
Specifically, we started from a class of motion detection algorithms based on Markov Random Fields and first proposed by
Bouthemy and Lalande 6 The original algorithm starts by differentiating in time a gray level image to obtain a time gradient
o(i,t), where i is a 2-D pixel coordinate and t is discrete time. A binary field e(i,t) is attached to the pixels, denoting the
existence of absence of motion. The algorithm proceeds by compromising at every pixel between:

. the magnitude ofthe gradient
. the previous state of motion
S

the present state of motion of its neighbors.

After some simplifications of the Bouthemy and Lalande algorithm that were needed to envisage optoelectronic
implementation, we concluded from simulations that it is worthwhile to investigate a model where all fields, except the input

image, are binary, i.e. the gradient magnitude is thresholded. In this model, the input to the photodetectors in the image
plane of Fig. 1 is called a "force" and combines a convolution with a point operation on the e and o values of the pixel
considered:

F(z,t)= fl

[2e(,t)_

_
[2e(j,t — 1)— 1][2 Tresh
11+ fl[2e(i,t 1)— 1]— fla

o()_ 1

Eneighbor(i)

where Tresh denotes the binary thresholding operation of the time gradient with a given adjustable threshold. The f3 are
adjustable parameters.

3. OPTOELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION
Every parallel optoelectronic implementation of a stochastic image optimization processor relies on three ingredients : an
optical imaging or convolution setup, an optical random number generator and an optoelectronic device to implement the
required nonlinear operations. For the random number generator, based on extensive previous experience7, we selected laser
speckle. In the following, we concentrate on the optical imaging and optoelectronic parts ofthe implementation.
3.1. Device selection

Because of the general availability and maturity of silicon technology, in an earlier collaborative project with Institut
d'Electronique Fondamentale, CNRSlUniversitë Paris Sud8, we had developed a CMOS chip (see 7 and references therein),
named SPIE24, consisting of 24*24 identical processor cells for the optoelectronic simulation of an Ising spin with two
phototransistors per cell serving as optical inputs. Of course, because light emission by silicon is far from being well
mastered, there is no optical output. The optical inputs, however, are sufficient for the Ising spin problem with the spin
interaction coefficients being limited to the four nearest neighbors and provided electronically on the chip. This work has
been published earlier, demonstrating video-real time massively parallel implementation of an Ising spin array9.
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It appeared that the same chip could be used for the binary noise in binary image problem by simply:

.
.

setting all interaction coefficients ofthe Ising chip to unity,

optically inputting the image to be processed onto the photodetectors on the chip.

This was done as the first full experimental demonstration of stochastic parallel image processing using the concept of semi-

shift invariance by coloring'0. There was, however, no real time image input ; instead, the data to be processed were
recorded on a binary photographic mask that was projected onto the chip. In the present work, video real time operation was
achieved and optical convolution and optoelectronic feedback were added to implement the motion detection algorithm
mentioned in section 2. This is explained in detail below.

3.2. System design

3.2.1. Purpose of the system
With respect to the Ising spin demonstration mentioned in section 3 .1 that used the same SPIE24 CMOS chip, two major
improvements were required:

.
.

the

optical part of the demonstrator and the associated mechanics had to be designed for easy adjustment, stable

operation over a long period oftime, and easy transportation e.g. for presentation at seminars and conferences;
the input image should be changed in video real time. This was implemented through commercial magneto optic spatial
light modulators (SLM).

In this subsection, the general design is described.

3.2.2. Operation of the system
It is appropriate at this stage to review the operation of the 5P1E24 CMOS chip (Fig. 3). It consists of an array of 24*24
processor cells, hardwired in two " colors " according to the right-hand side scheme of Fig. 2. Each cell has six inputs and
one output. The inputs are:

• two (analogue) photodetectors labeled + and -, i.e., the first optical input is considered positive and the second negative,
• and four digital binary coimections from the four nearest neighbors that can take on values +1 or -1. Each input from a
neighbor is the binary product of the output of the neighbor times a weight that is set electronically before processing
starts ; in our case, all weights are identical.

The output is a thresholding" sign" operation based on the algebraic sum of the inputs. This output is digital; it can be read
from the outside in raster scanned mode and is available as input to the nearest neighbors.
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E

Fig. 3 SPIE24 chip, functionality ofone processing cell. The output destinations, not shown, are to the W, E, S, N neighbors and to a
common line for reading out the state of the whole array

Let us now review the desired operation ofthe system:

. one binary image to be processed is presented at the input every 40 ms and projected onto the SPIE24 chip

.

photodetectors;
the SPIE24 chip performs one full simulated annealing operation in 40 ms. The output can then be observed or assessed
and the processor is ready for the next input image.

One simulated annealing operation consists in typically 2000 cycles of 10 ts each over the two "colors " interlaced in the
image. It should be reminded here that two " neighboring ", i.e. interconnected, processor cells never belong to the same
" color ". Each cycle is performed in parallel, first over all pixels belonging to the " blue "
color, then over all pixels
belonging to the " yellow " color, and it comprises:

.
.

one convolution operation, which can be performed either electronically using the four nearest neighbors connection of

the SPIE24 chip, or optically using a suitable filter;

random number generation, which is performed optically using laser speckle projected onto the SPIE24 chip
photodetectors;
• and one thresholding" sign" operation at each pixel as just explained.
one

3.2.3. Imaging and convolution modes

Fig. 4 is a general overview of the system with two SLM inputs. Under this mode of operation, optics is used both for
random number generation and for convolution, with the advantage that larger neighborhoods can in principle be reached
(provided the 'coloring" on the chip can be altered accordingly); one convolution filter and an additional SLM are then
required. The electronic nearest neighbors interconnects available on the chip are then disabled.
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Fig. 4 General overview ofthe system. This mode of operation includes optical input,
optical random number generation and optical convolution

The system is designed as follows. The input data are sent to the data input SLM at video rate. Lenses L2 and L3 together
image the object on the image, i.e. the SLM on the SPIE24 chip. Because reflective mode SLMs are used, illumination has
to be provided from the front, whence the need ofbeam splitter cubes. Cube C2 is used for alignment and input control using
a CCD camera. Polarizing beam splitters are used to increase the overall system throughput. The optical random number
input needed for simulated aimealing is provided from the side directly onto the SPIE24 chip. C0deVTM simulations of the
optical system showed satisfactory imaging quality over the whole field (the square photodetectors on the SPIE24 chip are
35 jim on a side). A second SLM is been placed on the left hand side for image data feedback from the SPIE24 chip. These
data are convolved onto the SPIE24 chip using lenses L1, L2 and the convolution filter, which is of the general class of
Dammann gratings in all applications that we considered so far.

3.2.4. Sampling effects and magnification
One difficulty derives from the fact that both the SLM and the SPIE24 chip are spatially sampled into pixels. Undesirable
moire effects may result if the magnification is not selected properly, and this condition determines the desirable system
magnification, which is also the focal length ratio of lenses L2 and L (and L3 and L1 as well).
The relevant parameters are:

For the SPIE24 chip:
. 24 x 24 processor rectangular cells, each 2 14 .tm x 2 16 rim;
. total size 5. 136 x 5. 1 84 mm;
. detectors are square, 35 tm on a side;
. center to center spacing ofthe detectors is 128 tim.
For the SLM:
. 256 x 256 square pixels, each 14 x 14 jim, spaced 15 x 15 j.tm;
. total size 3.84 mm.
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We found that with a magnification of round 1 .4, the whole SPIE24 chip area is illuminated, and each detector receives the
image of between 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 SLM pixels. SLM pixels were in fact be grouped by software into patches of 3 x 3 pixels
without any risk of overlapping at detector side. These groups will be called "macropixels " in the following. A slight cell to
cell illumination nonuniformity results from the uncontrolled position of the dead zones between SLM pixels with respect to
the SPIE24 photodetectors, but because the dead zone is so small this can easily be shown to be less than 5%; because ve
have been working on binary images, it has not resulted in any degradation ofthe performance. This mode ofoperation was
adopted for the demonstrator.

Needless to say, the rotation of the SLM image with respect to the chip should be fine tuned to better than one SLM pixel
accuracy.

3.3. The components
Lenses, beam splitter, optical benches, holders were purchased from optical component vendors, with some mechanical
parts made locally. Here we focus on the two more specific components, SLM and optical convolution filters (Dammann
gratings).

SLM, SLM control
We decided to use our system with binary images and, for reasons that will be come clear in this paragraph, we needed a fast
SLM response time. Therefore, we selected ferroelectric liquid crystal SLMs. A model by Displaytech was found most
appropriate for our needs.

In the commercial version, buffer memories must first be loaded from a computer; with a Cyrix 1 66 processor, the loading

operation takes about 20 seconds. It appeared therefore appropriate to bypass the commercial driving electronics and
develop a direct access card to drive the SLM at a rate of thousand of frames per second. In this mode, at each iteration of
the simulated annealing algorithms, data must be fed back from the SPIE24 chip to the " feedback SLM " of Fig. 4b. The

" data input SLM " can still be operated at video rate and receive gray level images.
The optical filter. Dammann gratings

Whenever a point spread function consisting of a set of peaks with an even distribution of intensity is required, Dammann
gratings' can advantageously be used as spatial frequency filters, because they avoid the frequent drawback of working off
axis with a single side lobe hologram. It is essential for our demonstration of the advantages of optics for convolution
operations that the neighborhood size, i.e. the number of orders in set S or the number of peaks in the point spread function,
can be larger than four, because microelectronics circuit design can handle four nearest neighbor interconnects easily but
gets much more complex when larger connectivity is needed. In the algorithmic cases we considered, the required point
spread function did comply with the constraints of Dammann gratings. In the present study, we implemented a mere
simulation of the SPIE24 neighborhood, with a four points point spread function that sends equal amounts of light to the N,
5, E and W neighbors.

The Dammaim grating were fabricated on our photoreduction bench using glass plates spin coated with photoresist. One
issue that arises with our spatial filtering setup is coherence. The point spread function is specified in intensity, and we did
not want to face the difficulties of coherent noise and hard to control phase differences that are known to plague coherent
spatial filtering. Static speckle was found to be sufficient to remove unwanted interference effects.
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Fig. 5 A view of the setup. SPA is the 5P1E24 chip

3.4. Demonstration results
The demonstration of the modified Bouthemy-Lalande algorithm mentioned in section 2 was completed. While video rate
was compatible with the components, non optimal operation of the Windows computer interface issues with the driving PC
slowed the process to about 10 seconds per image instead of the expected video rate. Aside from that problem, good
operation of the simulated annealing algorithm for motion detection was observed. Because our images consist of 24 x 24
binary points and the algorithm uses two "colors", the level ofparallelism is 24 x 24 /2 238, but this is restricted only by
the cost of dedicated chip design and fabrication. With presently available technology, it would be possible to design a new
version ofthe chip with many more pixels, perhaps several hundreds on a side, and the processor operation would be exactly
as fast.
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